Engineering Tools III: OOP in C++
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• Why C++?
• C++ as a powerful and ubiquitous tool for programming of numerical simulations
• super-computers (and other number-crunchers) will be running a linux-like system
and will always accept C++ code to be run
• if you wish to take any course on high-performance computing (e.g. “High
Performance Computing for Science and Engineering”) you will need to know C++

• Why Object Oriented Programming (OOP)?
• help structure complex codes => help finish a project faster

• Slides, codes and further links on course webpage:
• Link: http://cse-lab.ethz.ch/index.php/teaching/42-teaching/classes/628-engtooloop-2015

• Some example numerical simulations written in C++:
• Youtube channel of CSElab: https://www.youtube.com/user/LCSEL/playlists

Outline
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• Goal: learn C++ programming for use in numerical simulations
• use features of C++ to help structure complex problems (classes, polymorphism,
inheritance) and use existing solutions to old problems (STL)

• Topics
• C style: arrays with new and pointers
• Classes and functions to structure the code
• Inheritance: reuse common features of multiple classes
• Polymorphism: same interface for multiple classes => “virtual” calls
• Generic programming: same code for different types => “template” code
• C++ STL (Standard Template Library) => solves common problems

• How to pass the course
• attendance required => list of names (to be signed) will be passed in each class

Disclaimers
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• For all new shiny methods/techniques: Use with care!
• we teach you different practices that you can use given your problem
• BUT: there is no best practice which works for all problems!
• C++ offers lots of approaches to solve problems and you choose what to use
(sometimes the best solution may be without any classes, templates, etc)

• This course will be an “engineering” view on OOP in C++
• focus is on techniques which can make you finish a given project faster
• in the end you should be able to
• write codes quickly (know where to find existing solutions to common problems)
• read and understand complex codes (know the common commands used there)
• extend your knowledge of C++ using resources on the web (req.: solid base knowledge)

• we will NOT teach you all the details, all the available commands, all best practices,
and all the elegant ways to make your code more readable

Hands-on Exercises
• Requirement: working C++ compiler
• preferred: linux-like system with GNU C Compiler (g++)
• VirtualBox from “Informatik I” by Prof. Gross
• ok to work in apps like Eclipse, Xcode (Mac), Visual Studio (Win), etc
(but it’s your responsibility to make it work)

• For this course: simple one-file programs
• compile “test.cpp” in Terminal with “g++ test.cpp”, run with “./a.out”

• Work in groups of 2 people
• need one laptop with a working C++ compiler per group
• pair programming is a good approach to write high-quality bug-free code

• Our assistants can help you with problems
• but please ask google first
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C++ Basics
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• Informatik I slides available at http://graphics.ethz.ch/teaching/info1_14/notes.php
• “12_FastForward.pdf” (1-22), “08_Funktionen_II.pdf” (1-8), “09_Classes.pdf”

• Important knowledge from Informatik I:
• cout and other streams => important for test codes (console and file output)
• Pointers and dynamic memory allocation (new, delete)
• References & (vs Pointers *)
• function calls: pass parameters and results by value & by reference
• const keyword
• classes: constructors, initialization lists, destructors, operators

• (Very) quick refresh of the above in the next few slides…

Console output and input (cout, cin)
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the classic Hello World example
needed for “cout” command
allows to write “cout”
instead of “std::cout”
simple entry point of program
(return value is error code (0 = all good))

#include <iostream>

!

using namespace std;

!

int main() {
cout << "Hello World!" << endl;
return 0;
}

output “Hello World!”
followed by a new line

see 1_helloworld.cpp

read in input from user
#include <iostream>

!

using namespace std;

declare variable to be set

wait for user to enter a number
and store it in variable N
note: cout can handle
many different types
(e.g. here strings and an integer)

!

int main() {
// read in integer
int N;
cout << "Enter number: ";
cin >> N;
cout << "You entered: " << N << endl;
return 0;
}
see 1_cin_cout.cpp

Static memory allocation
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• use “T v[N]” for array of fixed (!) size N with elements of type T
• Notes:
• 1st element of array v of size N is v[0], last element is v[N-1]
• C++ will not prevent you from reading out-of-bounds (e.g. v[-1] or v[N])
• execution may (or not) crash if you try (so be careful!)
• detail: type of “v” is “int * const” (more on const later)
• do not use this for large arrays!

N cannot be changed after definition
(static arrays must have fixed size)
loop for values of i from 0 to N-1
access array elements with v[i]

// array with hard-coded size
const int N = 10;
int v[N];

!

// loop over content of array
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
cout << i << ": " << v[i] << endl;
}
code snippet from main in 2_arrays.cpp

Memory allocation (dynamic)
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• use “T * v = new T[N]” for new array of size N (may be set at runtime)
(use “T * p = new T” for a single element of type T)

• always use delete and delete[] to clean up again
needed for “assert” command

#include <iostream>
#include <cassert>

!

using namespace std;

!

use “assert(B)” for sanity checks
will abort the code if B evaluates to false

int main() {
// read in integer
int N;
cout << "Enter number: ";
cin >> N;
assert(N > 0 && N < 1000000000);
// generate array dynamically
int * v = new int[N];

N is allowed to be dynamically set at runtime

// loop over content of array
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
cout << i << ": " << v[i] << endl;
}

loop and element access is same as for static
always delete what you create
=> for every new there must be a delete
=> for every new T[] there must be a delete[]

// delete array
delete[] v;
return 0;
}
2_cin_cout_new.cpp

Pointers…
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References vs Pointers
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• Given a variable “int i”
• reference to “i”: “int& ri = i”
=> “ri” is an “alias” of “i”, i.e. a different name for the same variable
=> any change of “ri” is identical to changing “i”
• pointer to “i”: “int* pi = &i”
=> “pi” points to “i” as we set it to the address of “i” (denoted as “&i”)
=> “*pi” will give back the variable “i”: any change of “*pi” is identical to changing “i”
int i = 10;
int i2 = 15;
int* pi = &i;
int& ri = i;

!

// what are values of i, *pi and ri?

!

*pi = 5;
ri = 1;
pi = &i2;
ri = i2;

//
//
//
//

and
and
and
and

now?
now?
now?
now?

all 5?
all 1?
only *pi different?
only ri different?
3_ref_point.cpp

predict and then check
with a test code

Function calls (by value vs by reference)
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• When calling a function f(x), can we change x?
• by default a copy of variable x is passed (call-by-value)
• use references or pointers to change value of x (call-by-reference)
void setx_bad(int x, int newx) { x = newx; }
note the “&” to define a reference
note the “*” to define a pointer and “*x”
to get the value pointed to by x

a copy (!) of myx is passed
=> myx doesn’t change
x in setx_ref is set to be identical to myx
=> myx does change
the address of myx (“&myx”) is passed
=> myx does change

!

void setx_ref(int& x, int newx) { x = newx; }

!

void setx_p(int* x, int newx) { *x = newx; }

!

int main() {
int myx = 10;
// set x to 1 with pass-by-value
setx_bad(myx, 1);
cout << myx << endl;
// set x to 2 with pass-by-reference
setx_ref(myx, 2);
cout << myx << endl;
// set x to 3 by passing a pointer
setx_p(&myx, 3);
cout << myx << endl;
return 0;
}
4_function_calls.cpp

How to write code without going crazy?
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• Many, fine-grained iterations:
• extend OR refactor the code (not both at the same time!)
• make sure code works: fix compilation problems
• make sure it runs: fix bugs => THEN go back to step 1 and repeat

• Code from scratch?
• get partial code which works and compiles early ("keep it short and simple")
• hack it until it does something reasonable and then and only then start worrying
about changing the code structure, introduce classes, etc

• Extend existing code? Same as above...
• Accept the crude truth...
• ...it is not the computer. Humans are sloppy.

Solve exercise I
• Practice for basic C/C++
• cout/cin, arrays, pointers, functions

!

• Work in groups of 2 people
• need one laptop with a working
C++ compiler per group

!

• Our assistants can help you
with problems
• but please ask google first
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const revisited
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int i = 5;
const int ci = 10;
ci = i; // NOT OK (ci is constant)
i = ci; // OK (can copy constant value)
const int ci2 = i; // OK

• const = assigned once,
never changed anymore

!

// pointers
int * pi = &i;
*pi = 5; // OK
pi = &i; // OK
const int * pi2 = &i;
*pi2 = 5; // NOT OK (*pi2 is constant)
pi2 = &i; // OK (pi2 is not constant)
int const * pi3 = &i; // same as pi2
int * const pi4 = &i;
*pi4 = 5; // OK (*pi4 is not constant)
pi4 = &i; // NOT OK (pi4 is constant)
const int * const pi5 = &i;
*pi5 = 5; // NOT OK
pi5 = &i; // NOT OK

• assignment itself can be done
using a runtime variable!

• for complex pointer types

!

// references
int& ri = i;
ri = 5; // OK
const int& ric = i;
ric = i; // NOT OK (irrelevant that i is non-const!)
int& ri2 = ci; // NOT OK (ci is const)
const int& ric2 = ci; // OK
5_const_test.cpp

const refers to
whatever is left (!) of
the keyword (unless
const is left-most: then it
refers to first part)

C++ classes
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Purpose of a class: blue-print to create objects with given data members and functions
“class” keyword to define a new type (here: type is named “Foo”)
attributes are “private” by default
anything following “public:” can be
accessed from outside the class
don’t forget the “;”

create object x of type Foo

- access attribute i2 with x.i2
- call function g() with x.g()

pointer px to variable of type Foo
- access attribute i2 with x->i2
- call function g() with x->g()
- x->i2 is shorthand for (*x).i2
- new and delete work as with
any other type

class Foo {
int i1;
public:
int i2;
int g() { return i1; }
void s(int i) { i1 = i; }
};

!

int main() {
Foo x;
x.i1 = 1; // NOT OK (private)
x.i2 = 2; // OK (public)
x.s(3);
cout << x.g() << endl;
// dynamically
Foo * px = new
px->i2 = 10;
(*px).i2 = 10;
delete px;
return 0;
}

allocated Foo
Foo;
// both commands
// are equivalent

cannot access private
attributes (or functions)

Classes - what’s this?
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• object x of type X => “X x;” => call with “x.f()”
• whenever “x.f()” is called function f gets hidden argument “this”
with *this = x
class Stock {
float value;
public:
float getValue() {
return value;
// equivalent: return this->value;
}
void setValue(float f) {
value = f;
// equivalent: this->value = f;
}
Stock* getMax(Stock* other) {
if (other->value > value) {
return other;
} else {
return this;
}
}
};

int main() {
Stock s1;
s1.setValue(10);
Stock s2;
s2.setValue(20);
Stock* smax1 = s1.getMax(&s2);
Stock* smax2 = s2.getMax(&s1);
cout << smax1->getValue() << endl;
cout << smax2->getValue() << endl;
return 0;
}

Classes - constructors and initialization lists
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simple class

class with constructor

class with constructor and init. list

class Foo {
int size;
};

class Foo2 {
int size;
public:
Foo2(int N) { size = N; }
};

class Foo3 {
int size;
public:
Foo3(int N): size(N) { }
};

• If no constructor implemented, C++ provides one => “Foo f;” OK
• If any constructor implemented, those have to be used => e.g. “Foo2 f2(2);”

• Initialization list
• consider difference between “int i; i = 1;” and “int i = 1;” (or equivalently “int i(1);”)
• same difference when using initialization list
• more relevant for custom types like Foo2: class FooFoo {
Foo2 f;
• can only work with initialization list since
public:
“Foo2 f;” is undefined but “Foo2 f = N;”
FooFoo(int N): f(N) { }
(or equivalently “Foo2 f(N);”) is OK
};

Classes - destructor
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bad class

good class

class FooB {
int size;
float * data;
public:
FooB(int N): size(N) {
data = new float[N];
}
};

class FooG {
int size;
float * data;
public:
FooG(int N): size(N) {
data = new float[N]; destructor
}
~FooG() {
delete[] data;
}
};

• Whenever there’s a “new”,
there must be a “delete”

• “new” in constructors are cleaned up in the destructor
scope defined by {}

• destructor is called when variable goes out-of-scope or when its deleted
{
FooG f(10);
FooG * pf = new FooG(10);
delete pf; // *pf destructor (delete)
} // f destructor at } (out-of-scope)

Classes - const function
class FooH {
public:
void sayHi1() {
cout << "HI\n" << endl;
}
void sayHi2() const {
cout << "HI\n" << endl;
}
};
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FooH f;
f.sayHi1(); //
f.sayHi2(); //
const FooH cf =
cf.sayHi1(); //
cf.sayHi2(); //

OK
OK
f;
NOT ALLOWED
OK

use case for const functions

• “const” after function signature means that “this” will not change
when function is called
• allows you to call things on variables of type “const FooH cf;”

• This would not compile:

class FooHB {
int a;
public:
void bad() const {
a = 1; // NOT ALLOWED
}
};

Classes - return (!) by reference
class FooA {
float data[1000];
public:
float& get(int i) {
return data[i];
}
void sayHi() const {
cout << "HI\n" << endl;
}
};
!
class FooFooA {
FooA f;
public:
const FooA& getf() {
return f;
}
};
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• Use case 1: change class variables
FooA f;
!
f.get(1) = 10;

!

• Use case 2: return reference instead
of copy of object
• useful if object has lots of data (expensive to
copy)
• “const” makes sure we get unchangeable
reference
FooFooA ff;
ff.getf().sayHi();

Classes - return (!) by reference with []
class FooA2 {
float data[1000];
public:
// for FooA2
float& operator[](int i) {
return data[i];
}
// for const FooA2
float operator[](int i) const {
return data[i];
}
};
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FooA2 f;
f[1] = 10;
const FooA2& fr = f;
cout << fr[1] << endl;

• Using operator overloading for a more elegant “get” method
• operatorX can be used to override behavior of C++ operator X

Classes - copying data
default const
class FooC {
ructor
int a;
public:
cop
y co
FooC() { a = 1; }
nstr
ucto
FooC(const FooC& other): a(other.a) { }
r
FooC& operator=(const FooC& other) {
assig
// check self-assignment
nmen
t op.
if (&other == this) return *this;
// copy fields
a = other.a;
// return required by C++ common practices...
return *this;
}
};
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FooC fc;
FooC fc2(fc);
FooC fc3 = fc;
fc3 = fc;

• Copy constructor: construct object as a copy of other one
• Assignment operator: overwrite object with data from other one
• C++ provides default copy constructor and assignment operator
that do exactly what the ones here do
• important in combination with pointers and dynamic data allocation (see Container)

Common coding issues
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• I am not sure, what code ... does. How can I find out?
• FIRST: do you really need to know? If not, forget it and move on...
• meaning of C++ commands: check www.cppreference.com or www.cplusplus.com
• custom commands: check comments and use common sense...

• Within a larger code: I am not sure if my addition ... works.
• Test it! Either add code and see what happens (carefully) or (often better) write a
mini test code to try it out.

• I am not sure how to solve a seemingly common problem.
• Check the Internet if someone has solved it before. Don’t reinvent the wheel.
• But: don’t copy blindly! Test with a small example whether it works for you.

• E.g. reading in a file:
• check tutorials: http://www.cplusplus.com/doc/tutorial/files/
• look at solutions, find the one that suits your problem and adapt it to your needs

Solve exercise II
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EngTools III - D-MAVT vs C++ (Part II)
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Base Classes and Derived Classes
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• One key element of object-oriented programming is inheritance:
A new class can inherit the data members and member functions
of a previously defined class
• and add new members/features
• and modify functions (polymorphism)

• Natural examples:
• Student, Professor, Assistant are ETH-Members
• Triangles, Circles, Rectangles are Shapes

• In object-oriented programming the key feature of inheritance is
that they share features and functionalities

Base Classes and Derived Classes
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• We work out an example with base class
Employee, and derived class Manager

• Important: Keep in mind that every Manager
is an Employee but not every Employee is a
Manager. An object of a derived class can be
treated as an object of the corresponding
base class

Employee

• A derived class cannot access the private
members of its base class

• A derived class constructor has to call one of
the constructors for its base class
(default ()-constructor called if none specified)

Manager

Base class
#include <iostream>
#include <string>

!

using namespace std;

!

class Employee {
public:
Employee(string n) : name_(n) {};
void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}
string get_name() const {return name_;};
private:
string name_;
};

!

int main() {
Employee worker("Simpson");
worker.print_info();
return 0;
}

• Reminder:
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class
• public: can be accessed from outside the class
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Derived class
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base class

inherit all features and data from Employee

derived class

class Employee {
public:
Employee(string n);
void print_info() const;
string get_name() const;
private:
string name_;
};

choose base constructor to call (default is ()-constructor)

class Manager : public Employee {
public:
Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {};
void print_info() const {
base class call
Employee::print_info();
cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl;
}
private:
string department_;
};

additional data member

Example
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int main() {
Employee worker("Simpson");
Manager boss("Mr. Burns", "Nuclear Power Plant");

!

worker.print_info();
boss.print_info();

// "Name: Simpson"
// "Name: Mr. Burns
// Head of the Nuclear Power Plant"

return 0;
};
class Employee {
public:
Employee(string n) : name_(n) {};
void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}
string get_name() const {return name_;};
private:
string name_;
};

!

class Manager : public Employee {
public:
Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {};
void print_info() const {
Employee::print_info();
cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl;
}
private:
string department_;
};

see 6_employee.cpp

All about Access Modifiers
• Reminder:
• private: cannot be accessed from outside the class
• public: can be accessed from outside the class

• New with inheritance:
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class Base {
public:
void pub() {}
protected:
void pro() {}
private:
void pri() {}
};

!

• protected: can be accessed from derived classes but not
from outside the class (private not from derived classes)

• Access Modifiers when inheriting:

class Derived: public Base {
void doit() {
pub(); // OK
pro(); // OK
pri(); // NOT OK
}
};

• class Derived : public Base ...
• inherited features keep the access modifiers as they were

• class Derived : protected Base ...
• inherited public features become protected in derived class

• class Derived : private Base ...
• inherited public & protected features become private in derived class
class Derived2: protected Base { };
class Derived3: private Base { };
Derived2 d2;
d2.pub(); // NOT OK

class Derived4: public Derived3 {
void doit() {
pub(); // NOT OK
pro(); // NOT OK
pri(); // NOT OK
}
};

Derived d;
d.pro(); // NOT OK

Base class pointer
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int main() {
Employee worker("Simpson");
Manager boss("Mr. Burns", "Nucler Power Plant");

!
!

worker.print_info();
boss.print_info();

// "Name: Simpson"
// "Name: Mr. Burns
// Head of the Nuclear Power Plant"

Employee* base_ptr = &boss;
base_ptr->print_info(); // what will this print?
return 0;

};
class Employee {
public:
Employee(string n) : name_(n) {};
void print_info() const {cout << "Name: " << name_ << endl;}
string get_name() const {return name_;};
private:
string name_;
};

!

class Manager : public Employee {
public:
Manager(string name, string dep) : Employee(name), department_(dep) {};
void print_info() const {
Employee::print_info();
cout << "Head of the " << department_ << endl;
}
private:
string department_;
};

Base class pointer
base_ptr is a pointer to an object of
class Employee and its value is the
address of the boss object.
This is correct, since every object of
type Manager can be treated as an
Employee.
Reminder: dot- vs arrow-notation
base_ptr->print_info();
(*base_ptr).print_info();

Both are equivalent...

Which function is called?
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The data type of the pointer determines which object’s member function is
called, NOT the data type of the object the pointer currently points to!

Employee	

void print_info() const	

string get_name() const	

string name_

Manager	

void print_info() const	

string department_

Employee a; 	

a.print_info();
Manager b; 	

cout << b.get_name();	

b.print_info();	

b.Employee::print_info();
Manager c;	

Employee* ptr = &c; 	

ptr->print_info();

More about base class pointers
int main() {
BaseClass bc;
DerivedClass dc;
BaseClass * bp;
bp = &bc;
bp->who();
bp = &dc;
bp->who();
bp->derived()

//
//
//
//
//
//

// object of type BaseClass
// object of type DerivedClass
// pointer to BaseClass
bp points to BaseClass object
OK
bp points to DerivedClass object
OK
NOT OK
(not defined in BaseClass)
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class BaseClass {
public:
void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; }
};

!

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass {
public:
void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; }
void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; }
};

return 0;
};

• Base class pointers can point to any object of derived classes
• Only base class features can be used!
• base class pointer has same interface as base class (independently of derived class)

• Do not do pointer arithmetic (or “p[i]”) on base class pointers!
• e.g. don’t do this: Derived da[10]; Base * p = da; p[5].a = 5; (you have been warned...)

• Derived class pointers cannot point to base class objects

Polymorphism
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• What if we want the member function of the object actually
pointed to to be called?

• Use Polymorphism:
• In C++: Overloading and Overriding, virtual functions and abstract classes
• Common use: one interface, multiple methods

• Reminder: Overloading and Overriding in C++ as seen so far
• overload: same method with different arguments (e.g. sqrt(float) and sqrt(int))
• override: redefine methods or operators (seen earlier)
• method to be called is chosen at compile-time according to type of object

• New: calls on base pointers can use object actually pointed to
• in C++: needs “virtual” keyword on top of inheritance

Virtual functions
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The problem:
int main() {
BaseClass bc;
DerivedClass dc;
BaseClass * bp;
bp = &bc;
bp->who(); // Prints “Base”
bp = &dc;
bp->who(); // Prints “Base”
return 0;
};

class BaseClass {
public:
void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; }
};

!

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass {
public:
void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; }
void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; }
};
see 7_virtualtest.cpp

The solution:
int main() {
BaseClass bc;
DerivedClass dc;
BaseClass * bp;
bp = &bc;
bp->who(); // Prints “Base”
bp = &dc;
bp->who(); // Prints “Derived”
return 0;
};

class BaseClass {
public:
virtual void who() { cout << "Base" << endl; }
};

!

class DerivedClass: public BaseClass {
public:
void who() { cout << "Derived" << endl; }
void derived() { cout << "AHA" << endl; }
};

The virtual keyword provides run-time polymorphism!

Virtual functions
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• If a function is declared as virtual, each derived class can have
its own implementation of it (called “overriding”)
• a virtual call through a base class pointer will call the function of the class of the
object pointed to
• we thus have run-time polymorphism

• Properties
• The virtual keyword is inherited (and so is the method if it isn’t overridden)
• a new version of a virtual method in a derived class is virtual by default

• Signature of inherited function must match exactly (careful with “const” etc)
• Constructors cannot be virtual
• Destructors can be virtual
• and should if you plan to inherit the class

BaseClass * bp = new DerivedClass;
bp->who();
delete bp; // which destructor??
see 7_virtualtest.cpp

Constructors / Destructors revisited
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Consider this partial code:

Fixed version:

class Base {
double * b;
public:
Base() { b = new double[10]; }
Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; }
~Base() { delete b; }
};

class Base {
double * b;
public:
Base() { b = new double[10]; }
Base(int N) { b = new double[N]; }
virtual ~Base() { delete b; }
};

class Derived: public Base {
double * d;
public:
Derived() { d = new double[10]; }
Derived(int N) { d = new double[N]; }
~Derived() { delete d; }
};

class Derived: public Base {
double * d;
public:
Derived() { d = new double[10]; }
Derived(int N): Base(N) { d = new double[N]; }
~Derived() { delete d; }
};

!

!

int main() {
calls Base() and Derived()
Derived d;
calls Base() and Derived(int)
Derived di(20);
construct as d above
Base * p = new Derived;
destroy *p: calls ~Base()
delete p;
return 0;
destroy d,di: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()
}
see 8_constructordestructor.cpp

!

!

int main() {
calls Base() and Derived()
Derived d;
calls Base(int) and Derived(int)
Derived di(20);
construct as d above
Base * p = new Derived;
destroy *p: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()
delete p;
return 0;
destroy d,di: calls ~Derived() and ~Base()
}

Solve exercise III
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Virtual functions: Use, advantages and abuse
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• Functions that will be common to all subclasses can be declared
by the base class in a single place

• The base class dictates the interface for all derived classes, but
the latter can have their own actual implementations
(“One interface, multiple methods”)

• Helps to develop complex programs or libraries
• ensures that all derived classes can be accessed using the same function interface

• BUT: use only when meaningful
• powerful technique but don’t abuse it
• for performance: virtual calls are more expensive than non-virtual (static) calls
• for development: can cut development time if used with care
• or increase it if it makes the code unnecessarily complex

Virtual functions: Example
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Goal: program that handles geometric objects and calculates their
areas. The use case would look like this:
Shape *p;
Triangle t;
Rectangle r;

!

// base class pointer to Shape
// on object of class Triangle
// on object of class Rectangle

if (user_wants_triangle) {
p = &t;
// let pointer point to Triangle t
} else if (user_wants_rectangle) {
p = &r;
// point to Rectangle r
}
p->set_dim(10.0, 5.0); // define dimensions of shape
p->show_area();
// print area of shape (whatever it is)

Define class layout:
Shape	

void set_dim(double, double)	

void show_area()

Triangle

Rectangle

Virtual functions: Example
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Define base class and derived classes:
class Shape {
protected:
// accessible also to sub-classes
double x, y;
// dimensions of shape
public:
// set dimensions
void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; }
// print area
virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; }
// not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the
// function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method.
};

!

// sub-class Triangle inherits from base class Shape
class Triangle : public Shape {
public:
// This function is still virtual and we have to use
// exactly the same interface as in the base class
void show_area() {
cout << "Area of Triangle: " << 0.5*x*y << endl;
}
};

!

// sub-class rectangle in the same way
class Rectangle : public Shape {
public:
// function is virtual
void show_area() {
cout << "Area of rectangle: " << x*y << endl;
}
};
see 9_shape.cpp

use case
Shape *p;
Triangle t;
Rectangle r;

!

if (user_wants_triangle) {
p = &t;
} else if (user_wants_rectangle) {
p = &r;
}
p->set_dim(10.0, 5.0);
p->show_area();

Virtual functions: Example
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• What if we want to extend the application to circles?
// sub-class Circle inherits from base class Shape
class Circle : public Shape {
public:
void show_area() {
cout << "Area of Circle:" << 3.141*x*x << endl;
}
};

• Where is the problem?

Circle c;
p = &c;
p->set_dim(9,?);
p->show_area();

• User does not know whether to pass the radius as the first or the second argument
• Base class “Shape” assumes x and y component for shape

• How to solve?
• Call “set_dim” with two identical arguments?
• Redefine “set_dim” to work with one argument by setting a default value for “y”?
• Both bad: violates philosophy of polymorphism
“Shape” assumes two shape components, “Circle” has just one
=> “Circle” is not a “Shape” and should not be derived of it (maybe generalize Shape?)

Pure virtual method and abstract classes
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class Shape {
protected:
// accessible also to sub-classes
double x, y;
// dimensions of shape
public:
// set dimensions
void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; }
// print area
virtual void show_area() { cout << "Not defined!" << endl; }
// not defined in base class, since type of shape is unknown here! Still we declare the
// function to make sure that all shape sub-classes will have this method.
};

• What happens if someone defines a sub-class of “Shape” and
forgets to implement the “show_area” function?

• It uses the dummy version from “Shape” and prints “Not defined!”
• no compile warning or error

• We can force sub-classes to implement the function by declaring
it as pure virtual
• Syntax: virtual return-type function-name(argument-list) = 0;
• a class containing pure virtual functions is called an abstract class

Pure virtual method and abstract classes
New version of Shape base class

Example

class Shape {
protected:
// accessible also to sub-classes
double x, y;
// dimensions of shape
public:
// set dimensions
void set_dim(double i, double j) { x = i; y = j; }
// print area
virtual void show_area() = 0; // pure virtual
};

class BadShape : public Shape { };
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!

int main() {
Shape * p = new Rectangle; // OK
Shape s; // NOT OK: abstract class
BadShape s2; // NOT OK: still abstract
return 0;
};

• You cannot instantiate an object of an abstract class
• you can derive a new class and provide a definition for pure virtual functions
• “Rectangle” and “Triangle” as defined before also work for abstract “Shape” here

• a derivation of an abstract class is abstract unless it defines all pure virtual functions
• Base class pointers can still be declared on abstract base classes

• Very useful to specify interfaces
• derived classes must use the same interface and provide their own implementation

Virtual functions (without base class pointer)
class BaseSim {
public:
void run() {
for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) {
step(i);
}
}
virtual void step(int i) {
cout << "BaseStep " << i << endl;
}
};

Use case

class DerivedSim: public BaseSim {
public:
void step(int i) {
cout << "DerivedStep " << i << endl;
}
};

see 10_virtual.cpp

!

int main() {
// base run
BaseSim bs;
bs.run();
// derived run
DerivedSim ds;
ds.run();
return 0;
}
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static call to BaseSim::run()
!
BUT: in there virtual call to step(int)
=> uses DerivedSim::step(int)

• Useful to replace parts of an algorithm
• skeleton code that calls a virtual function which we can override
• Note: without “virtual” step method, “ds.run()” would call “BaseSim::step(int)”

• Well...it’s kind of still a call with the base class pointer “this”
• Remember: when “ds.run()” is called function “run” gets hidden argument “this” with
*this = ds and call “step(i)” within class is shorthand for “this->step(i)”

Solve exercise IV
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General Advise: Don’t reinvent the wheel
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• Use libraries:
• Discover the available open source libraries for your application
• Examples: STL, boost, thrust libraries
• Info on C++ and STL: http://www.cplusplus.com/reference, http://stackoverflow.com
• Boost and thrust: http://www.boost.org, http://code.google.com/p/thrust

• To learn about library/language features:
• create a separate program, hack it, make your hand dirty
• once you are familiar with it, integrate it to your software

• Take advantage of popular libraries:
• general, tested, reasonably/very efficient

• For this course: focus on a subset of STL
• need to know generic programming and C++ templates to understand STL

What is generic programming?
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• Idea: Programs encode “actions” (algorithms, procedures,
instructions for a machine)
• The type of data they act upon may vary. An algorithm could be capable of acting
on more than one data type
• Example: The Quicksort algorithm can sort any sequence of entities among which a
pairwise comparison operator is defined

• Problem: Any particular implementation of an algorithm using
classical programming limits it to one specific data type
• Example: An implementation of the Quicksort algorithm in C could be defined for
double arrays. This implementation will only be able to sort double arrays

• This wastes one of the most precious features of algorithms:
their generality!
• In practice we will write the same algorithm several times for different data types
(and hopefully use function overloading to provide a consistent interface)
• All those versions look the same apart from the data type => let the compiler do it

Generic functions in C++
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template for abs() function:

abs() function generated for any given type:

template <typename X> X abs(X value) {
if (value < 0) {
return -value;
} else {
return value;
}
}

int main() {
cout << abs(-10) << endl;
cout << abs(-10.0) << endl;
cout << abs(-10L) << endl;
cout << abs(-10.0F) << endl;

//
//
//
//

int
double
long int
float

return 0;
}

• The specific data type the function will operate upon is chosen
according to the passed parameters (if possible)

• The compiler will automatically generate the correct specific
code for the type of data that is actually used

• Can be thought of as a function that “overloads itself on demand”

Generic functions in C++
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template for abs() function:

abs() function generated for any (???) given type:

template <typename X> X abs(X value) {
if (value < 0) {
return -value;
} else {
return value;
}
}

int main() {
cout << abs('a') << endl;
cout << abs("aha") << endl;

// char
// const char*

return 0;
}

• Type of “value” must allow two operations “value < 0” and “-value”
• ‘a’ is of type “char” => ok since its an unsigned integer in [0,255]
• “aha” is a pointer (“ const char * ”) => cannot take “-” of pointer
• compiler error:
main.cpp: In function 'X abs(X) [with X = const char*]':
main.cpp:8: error: wrong type argument to unary minus

• ...and that’s one of the more readable errors when using template code...

Generic functions in C++
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template <typename X> return-type func-name(arguments) {
// body
}

• Properties of “template” functions:
• “X” in function replaced by given type
• Note: keyword “typename” can be replaced by “class”
• can have multiple types: template <typename X, typename X2, ...> ...
• can have basic integer data types: template <int X, bool X2, ...> ...
• as with most things in C++, “template ...” and function can be on different lines
• if compiler cannot derive “X = type” from arguments (or you want to override it), the
function can be called as: func-name<type>(arguments)
• can be specialized for a given type “X = type” (or number):
template <> return-type func-name<type>(arguments)

• allows for optimized versions of the generic function and for exceptions

Templates with multiple types
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// compiler can choose T1, T2 according to x1, x2
template <typename T1, typename T2>
T1 getmax(T1 x1, T2 x2) {
if (x1 < x2) {
return x2;
} else {
return x1;
}
}

!

// we have to choose T1 (no way for compiler to know)
template <typename T1>
T1 convertdouble(double x2) {
return x2;
}

!

// advanced: we choose T1, compiler chooses T2
template <typename T1, typename T2>
T1 convert(T2 x2) {
return x2;
}

!

int main() {
int i = 1;
double d = 2.5;
cout
cout
cout
cout

<<
<<
<<
<<

getmax(i,d) << endl;
getmax<double,double>(i,d) << endl;
convertdouble<int>(d) << endl;
convert<int>(d) << endl;

//
//
//
//

compiler sets T1 = int, T2 = double
we choose T1 = T2 = double
we choose T1 = int
we choose T1 = int, compiler sets T2 = double

return 0;
}

see 11_template_func.cpp

Templates with basic integer data types
// function generated at compile-time (can optimize!)
template <int N>
double power(double d) {
double res = 1;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
res *= d;
}
return res;
}

!

// specialized versions for square and cube
template <>
double power<2>(double d) {
return d*d;
}
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One can pass integers as template
arguments. Big advantage of
templates is that they generate
functions at compile-time.
=> as if we had hard-coded N
=> compiler can optimize code

!

template <>
double power<3>(double d) {
return d*d*d;
}

!

int main() {
double d = 2.5;
cout << power<2>(d) << endl;
cout << power<3>(d) << endl;
cout << power<10>(d) << endl;
return 0;
}
see 11_template_func.cpp

Template arguments must be known
at compile-time! You cannot use a
variable as a template argument!

Generic classes in C++
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template <typename X> class class-name {
// class declaration
};

• Very similar syntax as for generic functions and same properties
• Data-type-specific instances of such a class are created as:
class-name<type> object-name;

• The whole class (incl. member functions) is generic
• Class is a “template” to generate actual types
• “class-name” is not a type! “class-name<type>” is a type!
• class declaration (signature of methods) and definition must be in header file
• commonly all the methods declared and defined in class-body but we can also
define them outside (using same syntax as for generic functions)

Generic classes in C++ - Example
Simple class with an integer element

Same class for many types

class FooInt {
int i;
public:
FooInt(): i(0) { }
FooInt(int _i): i(_i) { }
int get() { return i; }
void set(int _i) { i = _i; }
};

template <typename T>
class Foo {
T i;
public:
Foo(): i(0) { }
Foo(T _i): i(_i) { }
T get() { return i; }
void set(T _i) { i = _i; }
};

!
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introduce template type T
and replace “int” with “T”

!

int main() {
FooInt x(1);
cout << x.get() << endl;

int main() {
Foo<int> xi(1);
cout << xi.get() << endl;

return 0;
}

Foo<double> xd(1.1);
cout << xd.get() << endl;
use same calls as for FooInt

return 0;
}
see 12_template_class.cpp

easy to use for any type

side-note: can write
“Foo” instead of
“Foo<T>” within class

generate type of
Foo with T = int
generate type of
Foo with T = double

Solve exercise V
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Generic programming - Pros and Cons
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• Generic code works for all data types for which they possibly
can. Even for those being added to the language later and for
those you did not think about when implementing the function (but
maybe some smart user of your function will utilize them anyway)

• Only as many overloaded versions as actually used in a specific
program are generated (and not all that could possibly be used)

• You save a lot of typing by not having to overload functions
manually and it’s less error-prone than manual overloading
(“copy-paste errors”)

• Your code is more readable, less cluttered, and easier to
maintain (fixes only needed in one place)

• But...nasty compiler messages! Unsupported template types
lead to errors which are very hard to read and understand

Why STL?
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Every line of code you don’t write
is bug free, and is bunch of
minutes of free time.
• STL greatly reduces the lines of code you have to write
• STL provides proven and tested implementations of frequently
used data types and operators

• STL is established. The implementations are reasonably efficient.
Your own code would probably be slower.

• You can talk to people about STL (stackoverflow, etc.)

STL motivation - C++ style containers
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A templatized container code
template <typename X>
class Container {
int size;
X * data;
public:
// constructor with initialization list
Container(int N): size(N) { data = new X[N]; }
// destructor
~Container() { delete[] data; }
// copy constructor
Container(const Container& other): size(other.size) {
data = new X[size];
for (int i = 0; i < size; ++i)
data[i] = other.data[i];
}
// access operator for non-const Container
X& operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}
};

how to use:
// construct
Container<int> c(10);

!

Simple containers with size chosen
at run-time are very common
=> in STL, we have “vector”

#include <vector>
#include <iostream>

!
using
!

namespace std;

int main() {
// construct
vector<int> c(10);

// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;

// set values
c[2] = 5;
c[3] = 10;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;

// copy the data?
Container<int> c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;

// copy the data?
vector<int> c2 = c;
c2[3] = 15;
cout << c[2] << "," << c[3] << endl;
cout << c2[2] << "," << c2[3] << endl;

!

}

return 0;

Containers and other common types...
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• Many data structures are repetitive (vectors, arrays, lists, etc.)
• They are implemented over and over again
• Implementations must be bug-free and efficient
• This might be very time consuming
• So in short: use libraries
• Start from STL: C++ provides a library of generic standard data
structures and basic algorithms
• Reference: http://www.cplusplus.com/reference, http://www.cppreference.com

What is STL?
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• The Standard Template Library (STL) is a set of general-purpose
generic classes and functions provided by C++

• Part of the C++ Standard Library included with any C++ compiler
• additional features (not covered in course) were added with the latest C++ standard
(C++11) => support for some C++11 features is still experimental in gcc...

• We focus on three parts of the library:
• Containers
Objects that hold other objects. Examples: vectors, matrices, queues, lists, etc.
• Iterators
“Pseudo pointers” that allow looping through containers
• Algorithms
Frequently used algorithms that act on the contents of a container.
e.g.: sorting, searching, converting, ...

The vector class
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• If you don’t like dynamic allocation with pointers, new and delete,
you have to know and love the “vector” class

• STL Vectors are dynamic arrays
• can be initialized to a given size and (!) resized (efficiently!) whenever needed
• efficient random access to any element in the vector (just like a C-array)
• they can be copied, overwritten and they delete whatever data storage they use
when they go out of scope (just like our Container class implemented earlier)

• Two main use cases:
• Replacement for dynamic arrays (like our Container class)
• (with an optimizing compiler) just as efficient and fast as low level C-style arrays

• Stack of data (can efficiently add additional elements after the last element,
remove the last element and access the last element)

Vector example - dynamic array
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// include STL vector definition

!

using namespace std;

!

int main() {
// construct
vector<double> vd(5);
vector<int> v(5,1);
vector<int> v2(v);

//
//
//
//

double vector with 5 elements
int vector with 5 elements,
elements initialized to 1
construct as copy

// set values (like an array)
v[2] = 5;
v[3] = 10;
cout << v[1] << "," << v[2] << "," << v[3] << endl;
// get all values
for (size_t i = 0; i < v.size(); ++i) {
cout << v[i] << ",";
}
cout << endl;
// overwrite vector
v2 = v; // note: size doesn't have to fit (type does)
vector<int> v3(10);
v3 = v;
cout << v3.size() << endl;
//vd = v; // NOT OK (cannot convert int vector to double vector)
return 0;
}
see 13_vector_test.cpp

size_t is C++ type for container sizes

(a basic data type of non-negative
integers, e.g. “unsigned int”)
(we could also use “int i” here...)

!

v.size() returns the current size of

the vector (may change at run-time)

Vector example - stack
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#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// include STL vector definition

!

using namespace std;

!

int main() {
// construct
vector<int> vs;
// empty vector (to be resized later)
// add elements
for (int i = 0; i < 10; ++i) {
vs.push_back(i); // add additional element to the vector
}
cout << vs.size() << endl; // now 10 elements in vector
// access last element
cout << vs.back() << endl; // last element is "9"
// remove last element
vs.pop_back();
cout << vs.back() << endl; // last one is "8" now
// show all values
for (size_t i = 0; i < vs.size(); ++i) {
cout << vs[i] << ",";
}
cout << endl;

!

return 0;

}
see 13_vector_test.cpp

vector guarantees that
insertion or removal of an
element at the end are done
in constant time (O(1), i.e.
independent of vector size)

Vector example - more commands
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
// include STL vector definition

!

using namespace std;

!

int main() {
vector<int> v(5,1);

// int vector with 5 elements
// elements initialized to 1

// access elements
v[10];
// no check done, just reads out-of-bounds
v.at(10);
// checks bounds, error when reading out-of-bounds
v.front(); // get first element of vector
// remove all elements from vector
v.clear();
// size of vector
v.empty();
// true if vector is empty
v.resize(10); // change size of vector
// vector has a capacity of how much it could store without
// allocating new memory (usually not the same as size!)
v.capacity(); // current capacity of vector
v.reserve(20); // change capacity of vector
return 0;
}
see 13_vector_test.cpp
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More STL containers
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• list<T>
Linked list, only sequential access: no L[51]!

• deque<T>
Double-ended queue with random access (vector has no
push_front!). More general than vector.

• queue<T>
First-in, first-out. No random access

• priority_queue<T>
a sorted queue (position of insertion is defined by element value)

• stack<T>
Last-in, first-out

• Many others, not treated here
(map, multimap, set, multiset, ...)

Iterators
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• Not all STL containers allow for random access like “v[10]”
• but you can always iterate through the elements in some order

• STL introduces iterators to loop over any STL container
• An iterator is “like a pointer”... but it works even if objects are spread in memory
• Each STL container class has an iterator defined for it
• Iterators can be incremented/decremented etc. like pointers
• Allows for generic loops and algorithms on any container

• C++ style loop:
vector<int> v(10,1); // an int vector
// iterate over int vector
for(vector<int>::iterator it = v.begin(); it != v.end(); ++it) {
cout << *it << endl;
}

Iterators
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Generally, template-type-names can become very long
=> use “typedef” for readability (or “auto” in C++11)
Typedef defines a new name “X” for an existing type “T”:
typedef T X;

typedef vector<int> myvec; // we use int vectors
myvec v(10,1);
// iterate over the vector
for(myvec::iterator it = v.begin(); it != v.end(); ++it) {
cout << *it << endl;
}
Access elements by dereferencing
iterator (like a pointer)
begin() points to first element
end() points one past (!) the last element
(don’t dereference end(); it points to nowhere!)
We prefer ++it over it++. “it++” makes a temporary object which will be returned and then
increments the iterator. “++it” does not require this temporary object...

Different kinds of Iterators
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• random access iterators: i+=3; --i; ++i
• bidirectional iterators: ++i; --i (read/write)
• forward iterators: ++i (read/write)
• input iterators: ++i (read-only)
!

• Depending on the container object, the type of the iterator defined
for it may vary

• Example: lists do not have random access iterators; const objects
only have input iterators

Practical iterators

• The standard iterator: goes from beginning to end
!

• The const_iterator does the same, but does not allow
changing the entries in the container
!

• The reverse_iterator goes from the end to the beginning
• use rbegin() and rend() for start and end (instead of begin() and end())
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Iterators - Example
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int main() {
// initialize v
vector<int> v;
for (int k = 0; k < 7; ++k) v.push_back(k); // grows autom.
display(v); // 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
// use standard iterator to add 3 to each element
vector<int>::iterator i;
for (i = v.begin(); i != v.end(); ++i) {
*i += 3;
}
display(v); // 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
// use const iterator for display (cannot change elements!)
vector<int>::const_iterator ci;
for (ci = v.begin(); ci != v.end(); ++ci) {
cout << *ci << ' '; // *ci -= 3; won't compile
}
cout << endl;
// 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
// check reverse iterator
vector<int>::reverse_iterator ri;
for (ri = v.rbegin(); ri != v.rend(); ++ri) {
*ri -= 3;
// supports write access
cout << *ri << ' ';
}
cout << endl; // 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
return 0;
}
see 14_iterators.cpp

Iterators to insert/remove elements
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• vector can efficiently access/overwrite elements in O(1) and
add/remove elements at the end of the vector in O(1)

• one can also insert/remove elements anywhere else, but
computational cost is O(N), where N is size of vector
• other containers like list do this in O(1), but may not have (fast) random access

• Commands insert and erase work with iterators
int main() {
// initialize v
vector<int> v;
for (int k = 0; k < 7; ++k) v.push_back(k); // grows autom.
display(v); // 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
// insert/erase elements
v.insert(v.begin()+2,10); // insert before 3rd element
v.erase(v.begin()+4);
// erase 5th element
display(v); // 0 1 10 2 4 5 6
return 0;
}
see 14_iterators.cpp

Note:
“begin()+i” only works if iterator of
container supports random access

Iterators - Example (display)
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• What is the “display” function? It prints the contents of a vector
• We can make it work for any STL container using iterators and
generic programming!

• Generic programming also works for complex data types such as
entire templates!
template <typename Container>
// “const” limits to input iterators -> always defined.
// call by reference avoids copy of large data
void display(const Container &c) {
// "typename" needed due to template type (explained later...)
typename Container::const_iterator i;
for (i = c.begin(); i != c.end(); ++i) cout << *i << " ";
cout << endl;
}

STL algorithms
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• STL provides templated implementations of numerous algorithms
of common interest

• Pretty much all of them take and return iterators
• They act on the contents of containers using iterators
Algorithm

Iterator

Container

• Selection of algorithms:
• Copying

• Set operations

• Searching unsorted sequences

• Heap operations

• Searching sorted sequences

• Minimum/maximum

• Replacing/removing elements

• Permutations

• Reordering

• Transforming and generating

• Sorting

• Numeric

• Merging sorted sequences

Algorithm demo...
#include <iostream>
#include <vector>
#include <algorithm>

!
using
!
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// include STL vector definition
// include STL algorithms

namespace std;

// functor: can call s(d) on object s of type Sum
struct Sum {
Sum() { sum = 0; }
void operator()(double n) { sum += n; }
double sum;
};

!

// global functions -> can also be used instead of functors
void printme(double x) { cout << x << " "; }
double reciprocal(double x) { return 1/x; }

!

int main() {
// initialize v
vector<double> v;
for (int k = 1; k < 10; ++k) v.push_back(k); // grows autom.
// display
for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), printme); cout << endl;
// sum up numbers (src: cppreference)
Sum s = for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), Sum());
cout << "Sum: " << s.sum << endl;
// reverse
reverse(v.begin(), v.end());
for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), printme); cout << endl;
// transform
transform(v.begin(), v.end(), v.begin(), reciprocal);
for_each(v.begin(), v.end(), printme); cout << endl;
}

return 0;

see 15_algorithms.cpp

• Use #include

<algorithm>

• Methods commonly work on
iterators (would also work
with list<double> v)

• Functions or function
objects (“functors”) may be
passed to perform actions

• transform and reverse
overwrite input

• Can you predict the output
without running the code?

Algorithms in real life...
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• Goal: I want to find an element in a vector of strings and add a
new string before it
• class string allows to store strings and compare them with “==”

• Setup a test for your problem
• small vector with a few strings
• check http://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/algorithm for an appropriate algorithm
• compare possible methods (find? find_if? search?)
• apply method to our little test
• then: use it wherever you actually needed it...
• see 16_find.cpp for result...

More algorithms
#include
#include
#include
#include

!
using
!

<iostream>
<vector>
<algorithm>
<string>
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// include STL vector definition
// include STL algorithms
// include STL strings

iterators for most algorithms

namespace std;

// what does this do?
template <typename Container>
bool is_something(const Container &input) {
return equal(input.begin(),input.end(),input.rbegin());
}

!

int main() {
// initialize v
vector<double> v(5);
v[0] = 2.4; v[1] = 122; v[2] = 5; v[3] = 3.1; v[4] = 50;

!

// some statistics
sort(v.begin(),v.end()); // first we sort
// min/max easy to get
cout << "min/max: " << v.front() << " " << v.back() << endl;
// same with C-arrays?
double v2[5] = {2.4, 122, 5, 3.1, 50};
sort(v2,v2+5);
cout << "min/max: " << v2[0] << " " << v2[4] << endl;
// check something
string str = "HALLO";
if (is_something(str)) {
cout << str << " is quite something" << endl;
} else {
cout << str << " is not something" << endl;
}

}

• Can use pointers instead of

return 0;

see 15_algorithms.cpp

• begin() => pointer to first
• end() => pointer one past end
• how does this work?
• template-type iterator used in
algorithm. Syntax for iterators and
for pointers are the same!

• What does is_something
method do?
• Note: equal(first1,last1,first2)
checks two vectors for equality of
their contents

Fazit on STL
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• STL offers many commonly used data structures and algorithms
• Let the compiler do the overloading work for you - use generic
programming and templates!

• Save time and lines of code
• Make your code more readable
• Do not “re-implement the wheel”
• Make less mistakes: someone else has already tested and
debugged the library functions for you

• STL is MUCH MORE than what I could cover here!
• check cppreference etc for anything you may use from there

Intermezzo on code structure
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• Main program (commonly main.cpp)
• contains main function (“int main()” or “int main(int argc, const char * argv[])”)

• Header files *.h
• declare classes and functions <= HINT: usually enough to understand what it does

• Source files *.cpp
• define functions (and global data) <= HINT: only look at it if really, really necessary

• Compilation in Terminal with Makefile
• compile with “make” => convenient and fast
• each cpp file compiled independently and combined (“linked”) in the end
• length of single cpp file (+ included .h files) defines compile-time
• linking is usually fast (scales with number of functions and not with lines of code)
• only cpp files (+ included .h files) that changed must be recompiled

Template classes vs code structure
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• Reminder: template class doesn’t define a class (yet)
• only once we use it and define the template-arguments, the class exists
• compiler cannot generate any code before it knows the template-arguments!
• conclusion: template classes must be defined in headers!

• But we can split class
declaration and definition:
template <typename X>
class Container {
int size;
X * data;
public:
// constructor with initialization list
Container(int N): size(N) { data = new X[N]; }
// destructor
~Container() { delete[] data; }
// access operator for non-const Container
X& operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}
};

// class declaration
template <typename X>
class Container {
int size;
X * data;
public:
Container(int N);
~Container();
X& operator[](unsigned int i);
};

!

// class definition
template <typename X>
Container<X>::Container(int N): size(N) { data = new X[N]; }

!

template <typename X>
Container<X>::~Container() { delete[] data; }

!

template <typename X>
X& Container<X>::operator[](unsigned int i) {
return data[i];
}

(all of this needs to go in a header file)

Templates vs Inheritance
• Both help you avoid duplicated code
• Generic arguments: must be known at compile-time
• good: compiler can optimize, bad: you cannot set them at run-time...

• Generic classes/functions must be defined in headers
• big headers = big code to compile for each cpp file = long compile time

• Inheritance: can use base pointers
• can have containers with pointers to different types of objects

• How to define requirements for type of arguments:
• templates: not clear => any type could work if correct methods defined
template <typename T> void doIt(T* t) { ... }

• polymorphism: base class defines requirements
void doIt(Base* t)
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Caveats with templates
Inheritance
need to access members/methods
of base class with “this->”
template <typename T>
class Foo
{
public:
T bla;
void what() { std::cout << bla << std::endl; }
};

!

template <typename T>
class Bar: public Foo<T>
{
public:
void test() {
what();
// FAILS
this->what();
// OK
bla = 10;
// FAILS
this->bla = 10; // OK
}
};
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Nested types of template type
need keyword “typename”
template <typename Container>
void display(Container &c) {
Container::iterator i;
// FAILS
typename Container::iterator i; // OK
for (i = c.begin(); i != c.end(); ++i) {
cout << *i << " ";
}
cout << endl;
}

Here “iterator” is defined as a nested
class or with a “typedef” in the type
passed as “Container”. E.g.:
// example Container
class MyC {
double data[10];
public:
typedef double* iterator;
iterator begin() { return data; }
iterator end() { return data+10; }
};

!

int main() {
MyC c;
display(c);
}

return 0;

Why is this necessary? Answer is way out of scope for this lecture...
More info in [35.18] and [35.19] at: http://www.parashift.com/c++-faq-lite/templates.html

Solve exercise VI
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